Abstract-Speech
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic speech recognition is a process by which a machine identifies speech. It takes a human utterance as an input and returns a string of words or phrases as output. Recently, Neural network was considered as one of the most successful information processing tools that has been widely used in speech recognition. Word recognition is a process to recognize speech (in the form of word) uttered by a speaker. For human beings, it is a natural and simple task. However, it is an extremely complex and difficult job to make a computer respond to spoken commands. The conventional neural networks of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) type have been increasingly in use for word recognition and also for other speech processing applications. One simple method to perform word recognition is a bottom-up approach, in which different features are extracted from the input speech signal which is in the form of word and then converted into text using neural network approach. Thus, it plays an important role in constructing a powerful word recognition system.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE FOR WORD RECOGNITION MODEL
Generally, word recognition process contains three steps to process the speech signal which is acoustic processing, feature extraction and ANN frame classification with pattern matching as shown in Figure 1 . First, we digitize the speech that we want to recognize. In this paper, we digitize the recorded input words from the speakers and also digital filtering that emphasizing important frequency component in signal. Then we analyze the start-end point that depends the signal of the speeches. The second step is feature extraction where the linear predicted values are extracted.
The ANN frame classification technique is used to identify the output unique vector. Then the pattern matching method is applied for word recognition. Here we use neural network pattern matching method. However, it can be represented by a limited set of features relevant for the task. These features more closely describe the variability of the phonemes (such as vowels and consonants) that constitute each word. The feature measurements of speech signals are typically extracted using one of the following spectral analysis techniques: filter bank analyzer, LPC analysis or discrete Fourier transform analysis. Since LPC is one of the most powerful speech analysis techniques for extracting good quality features and hence encoding the speech signal at a low bit rate, we selected it to extract the features of the speech signal [5] .
B. ANN Frame Classification and Pattern Matching
The Hybrid model is a combination of Radial Basis Function approach neural network (frame classification) and the pattern matching method. pattern matching is the act of checking for the presence of the constituents of a given pattern.Brute Force algorithm is used for Patter Matching.
Brute-force pattern matching algorithm
The brute-force pattern matching algorithm compares the pattern P with the text T for each possible shift of P relative to T, until either
• a match is found, or • all placements of the pattern have been tried
Brute-force pattern matching runs in time O(nm) Example of worst case:
• T = aaa … ah • P = aaah • may occur in images and
DNA sequences • unlikely in English text
The algorithm for BruteForceMatch(T, P)is presented as follows:
• Text T of size n and pattern P of size m is given as input.
• The starting index of a substring of T equal to P or −1 is obtained as output • if no such substring exists shift i of the pattern is tested from 0 to n-m • if j = m,match at I is found
C. .Radial Basis Function Approach
This neural network is the most powerful pattern classifying one which considered to be separated any pattern by constructing any hyper planes among the different classes of patterns. In RBF initialization of the centers taken place in unsupervised manner looking at the data pattern which I have used is called modified kmeans algorithm. Upon spreading the centers with relevant to the data set then it trained with the supervised manner to mimic the human brain as same as back propagation which is know as extended back propagation variation of the LMS algorithm. Since it uses both the combination of while try to mimic the human brain it also uses statistical approach in the initialization process.
D. Proposed Configuration of Radial Basis Function Approach
The network receives the 40 Boolean values as a 40-element input vector. It is then required to identify the words by responding with a 30-element output vector. The 30 elements of the output vector each represent a word. To operate correctly, the network should respond with a 1 in the position of the word being presented to the network. All other values in the output vector should be 0.
In addition, the network should be able to handle noise. In practice, the network does not receive a perfect Boolean vector as input. Specifically, the network should make as few mistakes as possible when classifying vectors with noise of mean 0 and standard deviation of 0.2 or less.
III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The neural network needs 40 inputs and 30 neurons in its output layer to identify the words. The network is a two-layer log-sigmoid/log-sigmoid network. The log-sigmoid transfer function was picked because its output range (0 to 1) is perfect for learning to output Boolean values The network is trained to output a 1 in the correct position of the output vector and to fill the rest of the output vector with 0's. However, noisy input vectors can result in the network's not creating perfect 1's and 0's. After the network is trained the output is passed through the competitive transfer function compet. This makes sure that the output corresponding to the letter most like the noisy input vector takes on a value of 1, and all others have a value of 0. The result of this postprocessing is the output that is actually used.
Initialization Create the two-layer network with newff. net = newff(alphabet,targets,25); Training To create a network that can handle noisy input vectors, it is best to train the network on both ideal and noisy vectors. To do this, the network is first trained on ideal vectors until it has a low sum squared error.
Then the network is trained on 10 sets of ideal and noisy vectors. The network is trained on two copies of the noise-free alphabet at the same time as it is trained on noisy vectors. The two copies of the noise-free alphabet are used to maintain the network's ability to classify ideal input vectors.
Unfortunately, after the training described above the network might have learned to classify some difficult noisy vectors at the expense of properly classifying a noise-free vector. Therefore, the network is again trained on just ideal vectors. This ensures that the network responds perfectly when presented with an ideal letter. All training is done using backpropagation with both adaptive learning rate and momentum, with the function trainbpx.
Then the corresponding output is tested using the obtained output pattern with the stored pattern using pattern matching method and the word output is displayed.
IV. SPEAKER INDEPENDENT WORD RECOGNITION USING RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION
A.System Model The system model for speech recognition is shown below. In a language, elementary sounds that distinguish meaning are called phonemes. For speech recognition, a language is built upon a set of phonemes and several other types of sounds(noises,etc).
• A lexicon is required for the language, containing the pronunciations in their phonetic form, of atleast all the words used in the training speech database.
• The pronunciation rules generate pronunciations of unknown words,based on their spelling. The Word Recognition works as
• A frame level classification process transforms the words into their frame representation, using ANN frame classification.
• Pattern matching method combines with the neural network and compares the output with the target and produces the output word to be displayed.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
The speaker independent word recognition is implemented in mathlab, by training the system each 40 samples from different speakers consisting of 50 words each. A test samples taken from a different set of 40 speakers each uttering 30 words. All the samples were of Indian English and recorded by Capturing the speech via sound card via DirectX . A partial output for the word about which assigned the position value of one is given in figure 4.
VII.CONCLUSION
Speech recognition has a big potential in becoming an important factor of interaction between human and computer in the near future. A system has been proposed to combine the advantages of ANN's and Pattern Matching for speaker independent word recognition. Encouraged by the results of the above described experiment, which indicate that global optimization of a hybrid ANN-pattern matching system gives some significant performance benefits. We have seen how such a hybrid system could integrate multiple ANN modules, which may be recurrent. A Neural Network with trained delays and widths and random weights classifies 91% of the wordss correctly. A further refined speech recognition system can improve the accuracy to near 100%. 
